
How to find and follow the BSG-18 set of 18 strategies. 
 
Before following these instructions, you need to have already signed up on the Betaminic website and have access to 
the Betamin Builder online tool. Sign up here if you have not already: http://www.betaminic.com/?ref=TomW  
(Signing up is free, researching and viewing betting strategies in the Betamin Builder tool is free, it just costs money 
to receive future picks.) 
 
How to find and follow the BSG-18 

 
1. Go to the Betaminic “Public Strategies” page in the Betamin Builder. 
2. Left-click on the “Search by name” option on the left menu. 

 
3. Enter “bsg” in the search field. 
4. The strategies with “bsg” in their name will appear in a dropdown menu on the left. 

 
5. Left-click on each of the 18 strategies of the BSG-18.  

They all start “TOM WHITAKER BSG…” 01, 02, 03, etc. 

http://www.betaminic.com/?ref=TomW


6. Left-click on the green “Follow” button on the right for each strategy so that they all have a tick on their upper-
right hand side which indicates that you are following them. 

7. Please note that 2 of the BSG strategies have non-standard names because they have been updated: 
TOM WHITAKER BSG 4 Free Scoring Home Favourites (2021-4-30 updated) (This one is missing a zero in its 
numbering and was updated on April 30th) 
TOM WHITAKER BSG 09 Very Poor Home (Updated 2021-5-9) (This one was updated on May 9th) 

 
8. On the Public Strategies page (also on the My Strategies page), you can check which strategies you are following 

by ticking the “Strategies I follow” checkbox. 

 
9. To see future picks, click on the “My Picks” -> “Pending Picks” area. 

 
10. In the My Picks -> Pending Picks area you will see the upcoming picks. If you do not see any picks here and you 

have Pending picks in your pick bank (top left – blue box), then it means there are no upcoming picks in the next 
48 hours. If you have zero pending picks in your top right corner pick bank, then it means you need to buy more 
picks. 



 
11. The BSG-18 uses about 250 picks per month. It is recommended to keep pick unit costs as low as possible by 

buying the professional pick pack of 1,000 picks which should give you about 4 months of the system. 
 

 
 
 
What is the BSG-18? 
 
The Betaminic Public Strategies page has a list of many strategies created and shared by users. Strategies that show 
profit after they have been shared and show good performance rise to the top of the Betaminic rankings.  

 
Big data betting works best when you spread your risk by following multiple strategies in a portfolio system. The aim 
being for the strategies to balance out each other’s good and bad runs to make it smoother progress. The more 
strategies you follow, the faster turnover and the quicker you can reach your targets. Each strategy in the public area 
was created separately from each other, and because of this, some of the strategies overlap with their leagues and 
selections. This means that if you follow many strategies at the same time, you sometimes get the same pick twice 
from 2 different strategies or picks that back both the home and away team in the same match. Since you pay for 
tips on a pick-by-pick basis, this can be a waste of picks. For this reason, I took the top ranked and best performing 
strategies and edited them to fit together without overlapping and wasting picks. So each strategy in the BSG-18 is 
actually a customized version of an existing top-ranked, long-running strategy that is in profit. 
 

 Simplified set of 18 strategies. 

 Save pick costs - No duplicate bets. 

 No away bets. Focus on over/under 2.5 goals, homes and draws. 

 More bank protection with low individual strategy drawdowns and overall aggregated drawdown 

 Core patterns of best strategies kept. 

 Additional strategies edited to prevent overlaps and fill in gaps for most efficiency. 

 Intuitive naming 

 Full set ideal for autobetting 



 Works well with add-on value home bet triggered auto-trading bot strategies 

 Partial set easy to manage for manual betting 

 Simple to use if you want to start gradually: recommended order to add them is by their number 1-18 
 

Research Method for the BSG-18 

I weighted and ranked the strategies to get my own top rated list. 

 

Then I made notes of the settings of every strategy in that list to find common settings, odds brackets and leagues. 

I then found which combination of strategies enabled the best strategies to work together without overlapping. 

For example, I keep the Colossus 06 Scoring Away Overs exactly the same, but add 2 leagues that another shared 

strategy with exactly the same settings had used and had success with. For leagues the Colossus 06 did not use, I 

edited other high ranked Over 2.5 goals strategies, but only used the leagues that fit into the gaps left by the 

Colossus 06. In this way I could build up a patchwork of strategies that could work together in the most efficient way. 

 

I decided to drop using away bets, since they often ended up being higher odds bets, and higher odds bets leads to 

more extreme variance and larger drawdowns. For high volume betting, lower drawdowns are important. 

Finally, I created a system of 18 strategies that is ideal for automated betting where bank protection is important. It 

builds on the ideas of the most successful strategies and makes them into a coherent multi-strategy system. 



 

 

BSG-18 Strategies Summary 

The strategies are all on the Public strategies page now. If you type “BSG” into the “search by name” part of the page, 

you can find them easily. 

It is much easier to see what you are betting on with this set. The Over/Under 2.5 goals market strategies are in blue. 

The Home bet strategies are in green. The Draw No Bet and Double Chance strategies are in light green. The Draw 

strategies are in purple. 

 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 01 Scoring Away Overs V3 This strategy has the same settings as the Colossus 06 
Scoring Away Overs but adds 2 more leagues that have 
good historical data. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 02 Goal Variance Overs This strategy tries to ride the variance of teams scoring at 
home, if they didn't score last time, the over 2.5 odds get 
raised. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 03 Winning Away Unders This strategy backs under 2.5 goals when there is a strong 
away team and more chance of a tight game with the 
home side defending. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 04 Free Scoring Home Favorites This strategy backs strong home favourites who score 
many goals on average. Scoring teams have more chance 
to break through. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 05 Scoring Teams Home 
Favourites 

This strategy backs home & away teams with good scoring 
averages. The away team goal average pushes the home 
odds up slightly. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 06 On Form Home Favourites This strategy backs home teams that are in good recent 
form of 2 or more consecutive wins 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 07 Home Dog This strategy has the same settings as the Colossus 01 
Home Dog. It produces few picks, but above average 
yields. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 08 Poor Home This strategy backs home teams with poor form who have 
not won for 5 matches. This form pushes up the odds. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 09 Very Poor Home This strategy backs home teams with very poor form who 
have not won at home in the last 8+ home games This 
pushes the odds up. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 10 Home Blanks This strategy has the same settings as Colossus 14 Home 
Blanks Away Scoring but reduces the league selection to 
avoid overlap. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 11 Home Chance This strategy backs home teams with decent home form vs 



away teams who are capable but not too strong or weak 
for better odds 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 12 Winning Home DNB This strategy backs home teams with a good win average 
vs similar opposition as a DNB bet. for insurance. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 13 Tough Home DNB This strategy backs handpicked teams who often spring a 
surprise at home against better opposition as a DNB bet 
for insurance. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 14 Two Dogs DC12 This strategy backs 2 teams in poor form. Both teams view 
this a "6-pointer" match and push for the win. A good LTD 
selection. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 15 Winless Home DC1X This strategy backs the 1X bet for teams with a normal 
average win rate but are "due" a win to return to their 
trend line. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 16 Draw Due This strategy backs 2 teams who have not had a draw in 
their last 3-6 games and are "due" a draw to return to the 
trend line. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 17 Winner Draw This strategy backs 2 teams both in good form who may 
settle for a draw. 

TOM WHITAKER BSG 18 Draw Season This strategy backs 2 teams with average wins rates and 
would surprise nobody by drawing with each other. 

 

What original public strategies are the BSG-18 strategies based on? 

For those users who are familiar with the top-ranking Betaminic public strategies, here is a more detailed list of 

which original strategies were edited to fit into the BSG-18. Main strategies are added with no changes, and then 

other strategies of the same bet type are added around them to make a complete system. 

Code Original Strategy Bet Type Changes New Name 

BSG 
1 

Colossus 06 Scoring 
Away Overs 

Over 2.5 
goals 

2 leagues added TOM WHITAKER BSG 01 Scoring Away Overs V3 

BSG 
2 

x 4 + 
Over 2.5 

goals 
leagues reduced TOM WHITAKER BSG 02 Goal Variance Overs 

BSG 
3 

Under 2.5 goals 
expected 

Under 2.5 
goals 

leagues reduced TOM WHITAKER BSG 03 Winning Away Unders 

BSG 
4 

Pro-Home Home Win no changes 
TOM WHITAKER BSG 04 Free Scoring Home 

Favorites 

BSG 
5 

Colossus 03 Free 
Scoring Favourites 

Home win leagues reduced 
TOM WHITAKER BSG 05 Scoring Teams Home 

Favourites 

BSG 
6 

LFSecure home win leagues reduced TOM WHITAKER BSG 06 On Form Home Favourites 

BSG 
7 

Colossus 01 Home 
Dog 

Home Win no changes TOM WHITAKER BSG 07 Home Dog 

BSG 
8 

home win contra 
tendencia 

andrews371 
Home Win no changes TOM WHITAKER BSG 08 Poor Home 

BSG 
9 

Contend UD Home Win 
odds band 
reduced, 

leagues reduced 
TOM WHITAKER BSG 09 Very Poor Home 

BSG 
10 

Colossus 14 Home 
Blanks Away Scoring 

Home Win leagues reduced TOM WHITAKER BSG 10 Home Blanks 

BSG 
11 

e2 home win leagues reduced TOM WHITAKER BSG 11 Home Chance 

BSG 
12 

DNB Home win - 
strong teams 

Home Win 
(DNB) 

no changes TOM WHITAKER BSG 12 Winning Home DNB 

BSG DNB Home Win leagues reduced TOM WHITAKER BSG 13 Tough Home DNB 



13 (DNB) 

BSG 
14 

No draw strategy DC 12 leagues reduced TOM WHITAKER BSG 14 Two Dogs DC12 

BSG 
15 

DOUBE CHANCE DC 1X no changes TOM WHITAKER BSG 15 Winless Home DC1X 

BSG 
16 

No Draws Medium 
Streak - Both Teams 

Draw no changes TOM WHITAKER BSG 16 Draw Due 

BSG 
17 

Draw trend 2 Draw 
odds band 

reduced 
TOM WHITAKER BSG 17 Winner Draw 

BSG 
18 

Average team vs 
Good team 

Draw 
odds band 

edited 
TOM WHITAKER BSG 18 Draw Season 

 
 
 
 


